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A range of Gradus products have been installed at the new Tranmere Rovers 
training ground – Solar Campus.  The three-story facility is equipped with 
seven changing rooms, as well as a state-of-the-art gym and physiotherapy 
suite.  The second floor is dedicated to Tranmere College and has three large 
classrooms.

To help reduce the risk of slips, trips and falls, GXT51 from Gradus’ 
market-leading XT range of stair edgings are installed to all staircases.   
XT stair edgings feature an extended slip-resistant insert at the leading edge 
of the profile to increase underfoot contact with the slip resistant element of 
the stair edging.  Selected with Breeze Xtra-grip inserts to define the step 
edge by providing a suitable colour contrast with the carpet in line with  
BS 8300:2009+A1:2010 and Approved Document M of The Building 
Regulations 2010, Xtra-grip inserts offer increased surface roughness for 
added slip-resistance from the wet muddy boots coming in from the  
training pitches.

Boulevard 6000 secondary barrier matting in colours Atlantic and Walnut has 
been installed to all side entrances.  Boulevard 6000 features a heavy scraper 
yarn for optimum dirt removal which helps to reduce the amount of dirt and 
moisture tracked into the building from the pitches and around the site, whilst 
the patterned design helps to disguise the effects of soiling.

Latour carpet tiles in colours Coniston and Arfon have also been installed 
throughout the new training facility which helps to create a fresh and 
contemporary environment for all building users.

  The safety of our staff 
and visitors is of utmost 
importance to us, therefore 
it was essential we installed 
quality products that meet 
the latest building standards 
and regulations. As such, 
Gradus stair edgings were a 
perfect fit. Not only do they 
look great, but we have the 
added reassurance that they 
have been manufactured  
by a company with over  
50 years experience.  
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Product Specified: 

•  GXT51 – aluminium stair edgings with Breeze Xtra-grip insert
•  Latour carpet tiles – colours: Coniston 03420 and Arfon 03404
•  Boulevard 6000 secondary barrier matting – colours: Walnut and Atlantic


